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for simultaneously manifesting ANTI-PARTICLE TEMPLATES. Particle and Anti-particle
Templates are interconnected, united

TEMPLATES. Particle and Anti-particle Templates are interconnected, united by the Ante-
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between Particle and Anti-particle matter units through the Ante-matter Partiki unit that

BASE MAGNETIC. Partika-Anti-particle units represent the EXPANSION PHASE of Ante-
matter energy,

expands into the Anti-particle Partika vibration point as electrical force. It then contracts
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their corresponding parallel Anti-particle Harmonic Universes: Step 7: The Geomantic Entity
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the particle and anti-particle universes, the 15th, 14th and 13th Dimensions of the
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cycles of Earth"s anti-particle double/parallel Earth. During the six Time Continuum cycles

cycles within the anti-particle universe, while during the same period, parallel anti-particle

same period, parallel anti-particle Earth spends two continuum cycles in the particle
universe.

of particles or anti-particles inherent to the universe within which the planet is

is in the anti-particle universe will be composed of anti-particles. As Earth

be composed of anti-particles. As Earth passes back into the time continua cycles

remain within the anti-particle universe. Remains of activity taking place on the anti-

place on the anti-particle parallel Earth while it is in the particle universe,

place on parallel anti-particle Earth while it was in the particle universe. Our

Earth in the anti-particle universe. Otherworld races visiting Earth while the planet was

was in the anti-particle universe would leave evidence of their activities within the

back into the anti-particle universe, following the successful completion of its 26,556-year
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build-ups of anti-particles that are stuck in our particle fields We"re breaking
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Grid with its anti-particle double. It creates fusion, and fission and replication on

because they"re particle/anti-particle composites, scalar waves of the opposite universes.
There should
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Density 2 electrical anti-particle solar Merkaba, parallel Tara, Inner Earth and parallel Earth.

of particles and anti-particles captured from the solar winds, expand and reverse polarity.
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fusion with their anti-particles. Atomic embodiment of the violet ray begins nucleic particle-
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fuse with their anti-particle atomic doubles from parallel Earth, as they continue conversion

the particle and anti-particle change is occuring in the outer atmosphere, a portion
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this is their anti-particle nuclei. just enough to ... for this time; they
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for simultaneously manifesting ANTI-PARTICLE TEMPLATES. Particle and Anti-particle
Templates are interconnected, united

TEMPLATES. Particle and Anti-particle Templates are interconnected, united by the Ante-
matter PARTIKI

between Particle and Anti-particle matter units through the Ante-matter Partiki unit that

BASE MAGNETIC. Partika-Anti-particle units represent the EXPANSION PHASE of Ante-
matter energy,

expands into the Anti-particle Partika vibration point as electrical force. It then contracts

polar Particle and Anti-particle manifestation built upon Scalar Waves of Light Radiation,
then
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from which particle, anti-particle and ante-particle electromagnetic fields form. • The Primal
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which particles and anti-particles from the various " Density Levels accrete to fill
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(Particum) and Anti-particle (Partika) Universes and throughout the 5 Harmonic Universes
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between, Ante and Anti-particle fields that have a different angle of rotational axis
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Matrix of Earth"s Anti-particle Double PARALLEL EARTH, through a middle reality field called
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of particle and anti-particle light radiation. The GRU-AL breaks the Plasma Beam

in from the Anti-particle Parallel Earth Planetary Shield, and EXPAND it out into
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the Particle and Anti-Particle cycles for a total of "two Planetary 12-
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composed of an anti-particle clockwise-rotating Electrical Spiral ("male") and a particle

the Particle and Anti-particle Universes in our Time Matrix, and between our Time

allow particles and anti-particles to fuse for atomic transmutation into light- The MCEO
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state via particle anti-particle fusion that takes place through activation of the "
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clockwise-rotating electrical anti-particle "male" Density-2 Harmonic Merkaba Spiral
emerging downward
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is an electrical anti- particle clock-wise rotating upright "male" Merkaba Spiral that

Capsule is electrical/ anti-particle and spins clock-wise at 33-and-one-third

clockwise-rotating electrical anti-particle "male" Density-3 Harmonic Merkaba Spiral AND an
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and clock-wisespinning anti-particles that run at the natural Density-4 speed ratios
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_ . Electrical Anti-Particle Field that rotates CW on the Electro-magnetic Maharic
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and
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PSIS") • Electrical Anti-particle energy enters the body via the "Top" Electrical
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"staggered" particle/anti-particle sub-atomic units that, at different phases of the

with their corresponding anti-particles, as their own "charge" and axis spin angle
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phase, undergo particle/anti-particle fusion in the commonly identified manner, experiencing
"annihilation"

the particles and anti-particles break down to form transient, minute, radioactive particle-
waves
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3- CW-Eiectrical Anti-particle-"Male" rotation of the Density-1 Christos Divine Blueprint.
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4~· PARTIKA ANTI-PARTICLE UNIVERSE Parallel Earth Dimensional Scale begins 1 full
dimensional

between. Ante and Anti-particle fields !hat have a different angle of relational
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Internal Atomic Particle-Anti-particle Fusion and Fission. Natural Internal Atomic Fusion-
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atomic Particles and Anti-particles etc. form. Particum-based Mions ("Base magnetic")
become

based Dions become anti-particles, positive electrical charge units like protons and light
spectra.
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Atomic particles and anti-particles, which accrete according to the blueprint to form
molecules,
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Matrix of Earth"s Anti-particle Double, PARALLEL EARTH, through a middle reality field called
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of particle and anti-particle light radiation. The GRU-AL breaks the Plasma Beam



in from the Anti-particle Parallel Earth Planetary Shield, and EXPAND it out into
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B-
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merge with their anti-particles, creating transmutation of the matter particles and anti-
particles,

matter particles and anti-particles, through which DNA strands 7-12 could "plug
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on the parallel, anti-particle Earth. So in the first wave of physical creation
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the particles and anti-particles of the body to merge, 3. The frequency patterns
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etheric body (anti-particle body), making the final transmutation of Cloister overtone codes
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for integrating the anti-particle overtones omitted by the Seal of Amenti, which appear
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was released, the anti-particle codes that could not merge with the physical body

auric field-the anti-particle double within the parallel Earth. This electrical build-up
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manifest within their anti-particle doubles on parallel Earth. The Fourth Root Race Alanians,
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fuse within their anti-particles, which would activate or fire the fifth, sixth and
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of particles and anti-particles into progressively less dense states of matter, through which
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involves particles and anti-particles merging. Particles and anti-particles are composed of
units

merging. Particles and anti-particles are composed of units of multidimensional sound, or
tones,

merging particles and anti-particles in order to create the merging of frequency patterns
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the particles and anti-particles are next expressed into manifestation, they will appear within

of particles and anti-particles, that matter forms evolve up through the dimensional scale.

The particles and anti-particles that will be able to shift upward, out of

grid of its anti-particle double from the parallel universe, and through this energy

its particle and anti-particle form into manifestation within the new dimension and its

the particles and anti-particles that had not fully assembled all of the frequency
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dimensional particle and anti-particle structure. The matter particles of the portion of Earth
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merge with their anti-particles and pick up the fifth strand, but first the
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consciousness with their anti-particle double and transmute their DNA, that passage into the
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and three mutation, anti-particle "death" seal), the Palaidorian Seal (DNA strands
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those of its anti-particle double, and transmute the body itself into the higherdimensional
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fuse with the anti-particles of parallel Tara that are composed of the base-

fuse with Tara"s anti-particles, both particles and anti-particles enter hyper-space; they

both particles and anti-particles enter hyper-space; they momentarily return to their higher-

Tara"s D-4 anti-particles return to their morphogenetic fields in D-12, the

the D-5 anti-particles return to D- 11 and the D-6 anti-

the D-6 anti-particles return to D-10. When the particles and anti-

the particles and anti-particles again leave the morphogenetic field, they reverse their spin

re-appear as anti-particles within the fourth-dimensional frequency bands, D-2 particles

particles reappear as anti-particles within the fifth-dimensional frequency bands and D-3



re-appear as anti-particles within the D-6 frequency bands. Earth"s particles shift

HU-2. Tara"s anti-particles also reverse spin and polarity, and re-appear one

Tara"s D-4 anti-particles reappear as particles in D-7, D-5 anti-

7, D-5 anti-particles become non-matter-based particles in D-8 and

and D-6 anti-particles reappear as non-matter-based particles in D-9.

D-9. Tara"s anti-particles shift from HU-2 into Gaia"s etheric matter body

in the parallel/anti-particle universe in Harmonic Universe 2. Tara"s base-tone anti-

Tara"s base-tone anti-particles simultaneously shift from the time cycles of the anti-

cycles of the anti-particle universe in HU-2, into the time cycles of

matter particles and anti-particles upward through the 15-dimensional scale, from dense
matter

of particle and anti-particle pulsation speeds, created through the systematic merging of
particles

of particles and anti-particles, from the lowest dimensions to the highest, within the

of particles and anti-particles into the morphogenetic field at the Primary Coordinate Points

of a particle/anti-particle wave of energy. This particle/antiparticle energy wave is

as particles and anti-particles fuse, exploded into the morphogenetic field/hyper-space and
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merging with Tara"s anti-particles carrying base-tone frequencies. As Earth"s particles and
Tara"s

particles and Tara"s anti-particles progressively merge, they enter hyper-space and
transmute into

fields. This particle/anti-particle transmutation progressively accelerates, as the energetic
grids of Earth

and base-tone anti-particles into the morphogenetic fields. The progressive transmutation of
particles

of particles and anti-particles creates a building wave of energy moving from Earth

Tara"s base-tone anti-particles and Tara"s base-tone anti-particles remanifest as Gaia"s

Tara"s base-tone anti-particles remanifest as Gaia"s particles. The height of the process

Tara"s base-tone anti-particles, fully transmute into the morphogenetic fields. As Earth"s
overtone

with the overtone anti-particles in Tara"s grid, an Harmonic Resonant Tone is formed.

and Tara"s overtone anti-particles temporarily reverse, and their angle of rotation shifts 45°.

the HU-1 anti-particle universe. As this occurs during the five-year cresting

morphogenetic wave, Tara"s anti-particles are also going through a pole reversal and time

shift 45", and anti-particle Tara shifts into the parallel time cycle in the

of Earth"s parallel, anti-particle time cycle in HU- 1 is twice the speed
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time cycle. When anti-particle Tara enters its parallel particle time cycle in HU-

enters its parallel anti-particle time cycle in HU-1, the two planetary grids

Earth and overtone anti-particle Tara temporarily merge in the dimensional frequency bands
of

in particles and anti-particles will not cause a shift of the physical Earth

first on the anti-particle Earth, and by the close of the full ascension

of particles and anti-particles slows, polarity again reverses, and the angle of particle

particle universe, and anti-particle Tara returns to its HU-2 time cycle in

the HU-2 anti-particle universe. There will be difficulty with the functioning of

Earth"s core into anti-particle Tara"s core and the fifth-dimensional frequencies of Tara"s
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morphogenetic field into anti-particle Tara"s D-5 morphogenetic field. These mechanics of
energy

the grid of anti-particle Tara precisely because these Harmonic Time Cycles are
synchronized.
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multidimensional particles and anti-particles, so the Photon Belt is the residual energy left

While particles and anti-particles reverse polarity and spin, and the angular rotation of
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crest and particle/anti-particle spin begins to slow in preparation for Earth"s return

cycle. Particles and anti-particles reverse spin and polarity, and their angular rotation shifts
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manifest within their anti-particle double on parallel Earth, but the fifth strand will

in the parallel anti-particle universe (which is the same time continuum as
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cycle of parallel anti-particle Earth is, in reality, the same time cycle as
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energy from the anti-particle universe through the dimensional morphogenetic fields in D-9

Core, into the anti-particle universe, through the morphogenetic fields, then into dimensions
1-
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of particles and anti-particles, which pulsate and spin at varying speeds and angular



which particles and anti-particles spin in relation to each other. In one universe
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of particle and anti-particle Tara were reversed. These actions constituted a full reversal
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of particle and anti-particle spin that multiple reality fields can take place in
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merge with their anti-particles, form a morphogenetic wave and transfer into the next

transmuted through their anti-particles and transferred into the morphogenetic field of Tara
in
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of particle and anti-particle within the Earth"s grid are disrupted. The Frequency Fence
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D-2 = anti-particle pulsation speed of parallel Earth D-1. Earth"s D-

speed at which anti-particles pulsate in D-1 of the parallel universe. Earth"s

the D-1 anti-particles of parallel Earth: Particle D-2 =Anti-particle

D-2 =Anti-particle D-1. Particle D-3 =Anti-particle D-

D-3 =Anti-particle D-2. Particle D-4 =Anti-particle D-

D-4 =Anti-particle D-3, etc. The frequency bands that make up

the D-1 anti-particles of Parallel Earth. Earth"s D-3 particles co-exist

Earth"s D-2 anti-particles. Parallel Earth"s D-2 anti-particles co-exist with

Earth"s D-2 anti-particles co-exist with Earth"s D-3 particles, etc. When

and D-2 anti-particle Earth. It is important to realize this intimate relationship

of Earth and anti-particle Earth, if one is to understand the reality fields

dimensional particle and anti-particle relationships, the three levels of Earth"s planetary
body and

2 elemental body= anti-particle Earth"s D-1 iron core crystal. Earth"s D-3

body/atmosphere = anti-particle Earth"s D-2 elemental body. Anti-particle Earth"s D-

2 elemental body. Anti-particle Earth"s D-3 mental body/atmosphere= Earth"s D-4
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The atmosphere of anti-particle Earth is at particle universe D-4, accretion level3

core crystal of anti-particle Earth, (that is stationed within the overtone D-
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magnetic base tone anti-particles in Tara"s D-4 gold core crystal, transmuting both

15, D-4 anti-particles to D-12). This is considered a D-4

4 base tone anti-particles enter hyper-space and the overtone D- 1 and
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particles and the anti-particles of the body-double in the parallel universe. This

those of its anti-particle double and creates merging of the physical and etheric
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Tara"s D-5 anti-particles, Earth"s D-3 atmospheric antiparticles begin to merge with
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and D-8 anti-particles, and Tara"s D-4 and D-5 Merkaba Fields
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Tara"s base tone anti-particles enter hyper-space. The base tone particles left in
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with the overtone anti-particles left in Tara"s grid, the polarity of the particles

the particles and anti-particles temporarily reverses and the angular rotation of particle spin

D-4 overtone anti-particles of Tara, within the pulsation rhythm of the D-
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magnetic base tone anti-particles in Tara"s grid. Tara"s magnetic base tone anti-particles

magnetic base tone anti-particles return from hyper-space and re-manifest as electrical

and the overtone anti-particles ofTara reverse their polarity, returning to their original
orientation.

the particles and anti-particles would normally reverse the 45o shift in angular rotation

of Earth and anti-particles ofTara would begin re-orientation into the pulsation rhythms
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of particle and anti-particle energy in matter and within the human body. It
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place within the Anti-Particle Universe of Parallel Earth. The Cycle of the Rounds
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INCARNATION, AND DNA Anti-Particle cycles for a total of"two Planetary 12-Cycles"

selves, and their anti-particle counterparts within the Parallel earth system, for a total
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of D-4 anti-particle time continuum #I 7 & one-half of
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been descending through anti-particle D-4 wilh a clock-wise rotation of spin

natural D-4 anti-particle continuum t 7, which constitutes baclcwwd movement in time

into D-4 anti-particle continuum I 7. where " will return to its
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full D-4 anti-particle conlinuiiTI "117 = + 2213 years E. They
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that compose the anti-particle reflection of the parallel universe. All life, evolution and
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which particles and anti-particles emerge. Partiki are units of electro-tonal energy-identity

which particles and anti-particles manifest. The Partiki sub-units that pulsate the fastest

group to form anti-particles. Partiki sub-units that pulsate more slowly and appear

of the Partika anti-particles. Together the Partiki, Partika and Particum set the foundations

for particle and anti-particle manifestation within the Unified Fields of the IS-dimensional

Partika, particle and anti-particle, while simultaneously replicating the original Partiki,
through the act
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which particle and anti-particle structure forms. These templates of Partiki units are called

the particles and anti-particles that will manifest that form into matter. The personal
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particle and sub-anti-particle pre-matter substance will form. Keylons are the fourth
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The particle and anti-particle construction which builds up through the pre-matter Nadis

manifest particles or anti-particles following the design set by the Crystal Body, represent
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9. Particle and Anti-particle construction, 10. Simple to complex matter and anti-matter
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merge with their anti-particles and increase their pulsation rhythm to that ofHU-2.
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keep particles and anti-particles in one dimension separated from each other. Each 458
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the particle and anti-particle units of the DNA strand, keeping the body"s particle

of particle and anti-particle caused by the Seed Crystal Seal keeps the body"s

the particles and anti-particles of one dimension to fuse and to accelerate in

and 12 electrical anti-particle units. The 12 magnetic particle units are called Base

The 12 electrical anti-particle units are called Acceleration Codes. Each DNA strand is

of that dimension"s anti-particle counterpart in the parallel universe. The 24 Seed Codes

body"s particle and anti-particle content into the dimensional band corresponding to that
DNA

the particle and anti-particle universe. Each set of Base Codes and Acceleration Codes
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Base Codes and anti-particle Acceleration Codes of the DNA strand separate, thereby
maintaining

body"s particle and anti-particle base in that dimension to fuse and accelerate in

keep particles and anti-particles from one dimensional band separate from those in the

the particles and anti-particles in one dimension from the particles and anti-particles

the particles and anti-particles in the dimension above, another separates the particles and

the particles and anti-particles in that dimension from those in the dimension below.
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the particles and anti-particles in one three-dimensional field to merge, fuse and

fusing particles and anti-particles berween dimensional bands. This allows the three particle
bases

the particles and anti-particles are able to rapidly accelerate pulsation rhythm, turn into

and particles and anti-particles within the dimensional band corresponding to that Seed
Crystal
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And in the anti-particle partike universe, it"s reversed, at the same ratios. You
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part on The anti-particle universe side. This applies to The planet and The

You have an anti-particle double somewhere over there in The parallel universe. And
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in The parallel anti-particle universe. So, we wouldn"t see those planets, and we
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for Particle and Anti-particle pairs emerge. In simple terms, the 3 Primal Sound
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Crystals Miasms are anti-particle Sho-na static light radiation "fields withi"n the

Particle and PKA Anti-Particle Systems by distorting organic Axiom Line polarity and .
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Atomic Particles and Anti-Particles r::;:q . 1;3\ueprint translation into Nuclei,

frozen light radiation" anti-particle Ethos-Etheric ShO- Na Crystals group to form Miasm
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rt&-Eieetri=l Anti-Particles 1o 11 m-Parts Magnetic Partides, (or 33
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composed of an anti-particle clockwise-rotating Electrical Spiral ("male") and a particle

the Particle and Anti-particle Un~verses in our Time Matrix, and between our
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state via particle/anti-particle fusion that takes place through activtation of the "
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clockwise-rotating electrical anti-particle "male" Density-2 Harmonic Merkaba Spiral
emerging downward
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is an electrical anti- particle clock-wise rotating upright "male" Merkaba Spiral that

Capsule is electrical/ anti-particle and spins clock-wise at 33-and-one-third
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clockwise-rotating electrkal anti-particle "male" Density-3 · . • Harmonic Merkaba
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clockwise-rotating electrical anti-particle "male" Density-4 Harmonic Merkaba Spiral AND an

clock-wise-spinning anti-particles that runs at the natural Densfty-4 speed ratios
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(el!:lctricai-anti-particle) Acceleration Codes, and their chemical Sugar-Phosphate chains,
within

spiral of electrical anti-particle energy and the _ corresponding magnetic Base Code forms

Electrical" Heli, draw anti-particle scalar-frequency into the DNA T~mpiate from the

of the body"s Anti-particle Pouble (in the Parallel Earth anti-particle universe).

the Parallel Earth anti-particle universe). Between the Base CodeAcceleration Code Pair in
each

the particle and anti-particle scalar-frequency that enters the Strand Template via the

accrete the particle/anti-particle scalar-frequency, until a critical mass of /!;z__.
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mass of particle/anti-particle scalar-frequency is reached withiri the Vector Codes, the

the particles and anti-particles in the DNA Template Vector Codes fuse to transform
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form a single anti-particle heli. As the DNA sequence de-polarizes and seemingly
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specific particle and anti-particle pairs from two separate 3-dimensional systems, matter
Density

"staggered" particle/anti-particle sub-atomic units that at different phases of the

with their corresponding anti-particles, as their own "charge" and axis spin angle

When particles and anti-particles fuse within each cell they do not "anniliate"

electron particles and anti-particles fully fuse, following the impeccabily specific sequences
and correspondances
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neuirons, the particle/ anti-particle·"packages" electrically bind to the super-luminal

transmuting the particle/anti-particle packages also into wave-form. The Celestaline
chemical creates

which the particle-anti-particle packages are suspended. Due to the Celestaline sequencing
directives,



fused particles and anti-particles temporarily enter pensity-4-Dimension-12 Pre-matter as

phase, undergo particie/anti-particle fusion in the commonly identified manner, experiencing
"annialiation"

the particles and anti-particles break down to form transient, minute, raidoactive particle-
waves
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= our partika anti-particle parallel template E E =our Ecka core Indigo
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other elementary particle/ anti-particle of which matter is composed. The interface angles
between
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PCM Particle/ PKA anti-particle annihilation. When PCMI PKA Unit Pairs engage particle/
anti-

Pairs engage particle/ anti-particle annihilation the -vePCMI +vePKA Units engage, displace
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state of Particle/ Anti-particle fusion called compaction. At the "Compaction Poinf" of
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the particle and anti-particle systems. There"s supposed to be an open flow of

and a particum, anti-particle and particle. Partika is the anti-particle. So, we

Partika is the anti-particle. So, we have an anti-particle spiral and a

we have an anti-particle spiral and a particle spiral. There is a natural
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to create an anti-particle beam. You"re going to have their particle beam coming

us, and their anti-particle beam bouncing off and hittin" each other-particle/anti-

each other-particle/anti-particle annihilation, alright This was explained to them. They know
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Atom as an anti-particle-particle/anti-particle annihilation wave. Where, they could have

anti-particle-particle/anti-particle annihilation wave. Where, they could have bent it where
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full-system particle/ anti-particle annihilation"because that is what happens in Fall Systems;
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and the Parallel Anti-particle Solar System, mooch them together and create the first
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on the PKA anti-particle side. So, if we look aLand the reason most
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West Rod, the anti-particle West Rod,- and the anti-particle East Rod starts

Rod,- and the anti-particle East Rod starts to blend with the PCM West
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between particle and anti-particle systems; but they shouldn"t be hitting each other on
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